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The migrant struggle, KKKolumbus day, 

and 200,000,000 ameriKKKan KKKonkistadores 
 
Every day is kolumbus day in amerika 
Of course kolumbus spearheaded “far and away, the most massive act of genocide 
in the history of the world.”1 Of course amerikans know this. And of course 
amerikans celebrate this very genocide and plunder. History lessons won’t help. 
Amerikans celebrate kolumbus because amerikkka is kkkolumbus. Every 
amerikan is one of the world’s richest 20%, most are members of the world’s 
richest 10%.2 They got that way the kolumbus way – by murderous conquest of 
oppressed nations. That’s a lot to celebrate. Within u$ "borders," getting these 
clowns to stop celebrating what they are is doable, but only by force. And getting 
them to stop being what they are, konkistadores of the planet – getting amerikans 
to stop doing what they have to do to be what they are - that's doable too, just with 
much, much more force - outside force like Nazi Germany needed.  
 
The migrant struggle: misleaders and the kolumbus-amerikan “left” 
On Mayday, when migrants came out in cities across the u$ in some of the most 
massive demonstrations in u$ history, they showed the power of oppressed and 
exploited nations when organized against the enemy. These demonstrations were 
strikes against the amerikkkan-way, the kkkolumbus-way. 
 
But among the 200,000,000 amerikan konkistadores there's a division of labor in 
celebrating kolumbus. Some reactionaries hold marches and rallies glorifying this 
true amerikan idol. The white nationalist so-called "left" celebrates kolumbus by 
seeking to sabotage all struggles of the oppressed nations against yanqui 
imperialism. The fakes of the amerikan white nationalist "left" carry a red flag in 
one hand and the kolumbus-amerika flag in the other. Working to extinguish the 
revolutionary flames of oppressed nation struggle, this "left" instead offers the 
migrant movement integration. Integration with the very konkistadores who have 
for centuries sucked the blood of these nations, who have made themselves the 
richest population on earth by their blood-sucking. Amerikans are not modern day 
kolumbuses but “exploited” “workers” says the white nationalist “left” to the 
migrant movement. 
 
The white nationalist “left” and their lackeys in the migrant movement offer 
integration on the white man’s terms: come join the oppressors and exploiters, 
give up revolutionary nationalism against the oppressors and exploiters. These 
reactionaries celebrate kolumbus by offering “equal rights” to the keys to the 
exploiters’ kingdom in exchange for giving up revolutionary struggle – giving up 
the liberation of Aztlán, the liberation of First Nation lands, the liberation of the 
Black Nation. Giving up, that is, the destruction of amerikkka. 
 
The destruction of amerika is what the world majority needs and will have 

Maoists understand that ending the brutal world domination of kolumbus-amerika 
is impossible if enemies are allowed to be pawned off as friends. The amerikan 
konkistadores are enemies to the world majority whom they oppress and exploit. 
Maoists understand that amerika’s bloody empire will be destroyed from without 
by those oppressed nations through invasion and occupation. This destruction will 
be completed through: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This will be goodbye kolumbus-amerika. It will be hello to the liberation of the 
world’s truly oppressed and exploited. Long Live Victory Over Imperialism! 
 
1. Stannard, David, American Holocaust. Oxford University Press: New York, 1992. Prologue 

 

• a Dictatorship of the Proletariat of the Oppressed Nations over the white nation 

• deporting much of the white nation from the land it now occupies 

• forcing relocation of the white population 

• supporting national liberation and self-determination of oppressed nations 

• returning Aztlán, most of the “southwest,” to Chicanos and Mexicans 

• returning of much of the land occupied by the white-nation to First Nations 

• self determination of the Black Nation, possibly in the Black Belt lands 

• supporting national liberation, for Boricua (Puerto Rico) and other u$ colonies 

• massive reparations by the white nation to all nations it has oppressed 
 

http://www.etext.org/Politics/MIM/rail/index.html  (type carefully –case sensitive) 

RELATED MAOIST VIDEOS   http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=shubelmorgan 

 


